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Abstract

By coupling a cluster expansion with density functional theory (DFT) calculations, we determine the configurational thermodynamics (site preferences and occupations) for alloyed nanoparticles (NPs) as functions of composition (c) and temperature (T), exemplified using a 55-atom AgAu truncated cuboctahedron NP. The c-T phase diagram for site occupations gives detailed design information for alloyed NP, especially the thermodynamically stable active sites for catalysis and how they change with stoichiometry and processing temperature. Generally, Ag prefers core and Au prefers shell agreeing with our universal core-shell preference assessed from DFT impurity segregation energies, but with interesting multi-shell configurations having specific active sites.
Introduction

Alloyed, bimetallic nanoparticles (NPs) have been intensively studied for their unique properties, often different from bulk alloys or NPs of elemental metals. AgAu NPs have been found to offer tunable catalytic and plasmonic properties by varying size and composition. For example, AgAu NPs are highly active for low-temperature CO oxidation, aerobic oxidation of p-hydroxybenzyl and others. The improved catalytic properties from pure Au NPs have been attributed to a synergistic effect, where Ag helps to activate O2. As many studies on model catalysts of surface alloys have shown, such synergistic effects highly depend on the distribution of atoms on different sites, i.e., configurational thermodynamics or chemical ordering. For NPs, the existence of many different types of low-coordinated sites on the facets makes such studies more difficult. Experimental studies using techniques, such as extended X-ray absorption fine structures or high resolution transmission electron microscopy, can tell the overall core-shell preference, but not specific site preference/occupation on the facets of NPs. Theoretical studies on configurational thermodynamics of NPs directly using first-principles methods, such as density functional theory (DFT) calculations, is possible but also difficult due to the enormous number of possible configurations. Here we use the cluster expansion method with DFT calculations, an approach that has proved to be very successful for bulk alloys, to study the configurational thermodynamics of a 55-atom truncated cuboctahedral (TC) NP with face-centered cubic (fcc) stacking. We study the specific site occupations as functions of both composition (c) and temperature (T).

In experiments, both Ag-core/Au-shell and Au-core/Ag-shell with different degree of alloying/mixing have been observed, depending on the synthesis methods and the procedure for which metal ions are reduced first. Exposure to air, solution or passivating agents can further affect segregation in the Ag-Au NPs. A recent study showed AgO forming on the AgAu NPs surface in the absence of ligands or surfactants when exposed to air. In theory, studies using semi-empirical potentials all show Ag segregated to shell because Ag has a smaller surface energy than Au and their atomic sizes are similar. But this notion has been challenged by more accurate DFT calculations for small AgAu NPs around 1 nm. They showed that Au prefers segregation to shell for 13 and 38-atom NPs in many structural motifs including, cuboctahedron, icosahedron and other low-symmetry structures due to the charge transfer from Ag to Au and the directional bonding of Au. Because of the strong relativistic effect, the strong
s-d hybridization in Au favors structures with low coordination.\textsuperscript{44} A recent study using semi-empirical potentials with charge transfer effect included showed that Au segregating to shell for AgAu NP as large as 147-atom, agreeing with results from DFT calculations.\textsuperscript{45}

Previously, we have used DFT to study the core-shell preference for bimetallic NPs of all late TMs by calculating the segregation energy of an impurity in the 55-atom TC NP,\textsuperscript{46} and utilized the same analysis for alloyed surfaces. We found a highly correlated sequence of Au, Ag, Cu, Pd, Pt, Ni, Ir, Rh, Co, Os, Ru and Fe, in which the left (right)-most TM has the highest shell (core) preference for most cases, altered in experiment only by adsorption effects, e.g., oxidation. This trend in core-shell preference can help design thermodynamically stable core-shell NP not limiting to binaries. Among several factors often mentioned to determine the core-shell preference, we found that the truly independent factors are only cohesive energy and atomic radius, a universal behavior confirmed by a generic tight-binding analysis reflecting $d$-band filling and $d$-band width, respectively.

Here we extend the generic behavior to include more alloy specific behavior. Namely, we use CE coupled with DFT calculations to study configurational thermodynamics of alloyed NP, with specific focus on Ag-Au system. We will detail site occupation beyond just the core-shell preference. For the bulk alloy of AgAu, we have shown\textsuperscript{28} (besides the dominated attractive 1-body) that a repulsive nearest-neighbor 2-body effective cluster interaction (ECI) controls alloying, thus Ag and Au favor mixing and unlike nearest neighbors. On the ground state (GS) hull of bulk AgAu, it gives three GSs, Cu$_3$Au-type (or $L1_2$) structure at 25 and 75\%Au and CuAu (or $L1_0$) structure at 50\%Au. For the NP, we study how the low-coordination sites on NP facets induce segregation and site preferences. From the generic core-shell preference, based on single impurity segregation energy, the Ag prefers the core and Au the shell; so we address how the core-shell preference can be modified by the chemical ordering effect. Specifically, we show that the interplay between surface segregation and mixing stabilizes a multi-shell configuration for the AgAu NP with unique site occupations. The $c$-$T$ phase diagram of these site occupations provides direct design information for alloyed NP, especially the thermodynamically stable active sites for catalysis.
Computational details

As a function of occupational variables on a fixed lattice, the CE permits a description of a specific physical quantity as a series of orthogonal cluster correlation functions constructed from the single-site occupation variable.\(^{18}\) For example,

\[
E(\boldsymbol{\sigma}) = \sum_{\alpha} V_{\alpha} \Phi_{\alpha}(\boldsymbol{\sigma}),
\]

where \(E(\boldsymbol{\sigma})\) is the formation energy of the system, \(\Phi_{\alpha}(\boldsymbol{\sigma}) = \langle \sigma_1 \sigma_2 \cdots \sigma_\alpha \rangle\) is the cluster correlation function averaged over the occupation variables, \(\sigma_i\), of sites belonging to the \(\alpha\)-th cluster, and \(V_{\alpha}\) is the corresponding ECI calculated via structural inversion.\(^{47}\) Here, \(\sigma_i\), equals 0 (1) if site \(i\) is occupied by Ag (Au). For bulk system, a DFT-based calculation of an alloy (and hence CE) uses a small unit cell with periodic boundary condition (PBC). Notably, the definition of CE is independent of translational or point group symmetries, which serve to reduce the number of non-equivalent clusters. For the loss of PBC in a NP, it is equivalent to consider a large unit cell with all atoms in the NP treated as the CE basis, but restricted to the cell at the origin with the inclusion of enough vacuum to eliminate the undesired interactions among the repeating images of the NP. For example, we use a cubic cell of 20 Å for the 55-atom NP. Similar strategy has been successfully used to construct a layer-wise CE to study segregation for alloy surfaces.\(^{48}\)

We use an iterative approach to find both the optimal ECI and GS. With the ECIs from one round of structural inversion, we use canonical Monte Carlo\(^{49}\) (MC) simulation to do thermal annealing to find lower-energy configurations at each composition. Newly determined configurations are calculated within DFT and included in the next round of structural inversion and thermal annealing; the process continues until no new lower-energy GS configurations are found. For our initial structural inversion, we chose multiple structures at dilute Ag and Au compositions and around 50\%Au. We also included some bulk-terminated structures from the AgAu bulk alloy GS, for example, finite clusters carved out of the bulk \(L1_2\) at Ag\(_{36}\)Au\(_{19}\) and Ag\(_{19}\)Au\(_{36}\). For the MC-based thermal annealing, we start from 2784 K, decrease the temperature by a step size of 116 K until it reaches 116 K with 5000 equilibration MC steps at each temperature.
All DFT calculations were performed with PW91\textsuperscript{50} exchange-correlation functional, utilizing a plane-wave basis-set with the projected augmented wave method, as implemented in the Vienna Atomic Simulation Package (VASP).\textsuperscript{51,52} The Γ-point with a Gaussian smearing of 0.1 eV and a kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV were used to calculate total energies and relax structures. Total energies were converged below 2 $\text{meV/atom}$ with respect to the sizes of $k$-point mesh and vacuum spacing. For ionic relaxation, the absolute magnitude of force on each atom was reduced below 0.02 eV/Å via conjugate gradient method.

**Results and Discussion**

In a 55-atom TC NP with fcc-stacking, the $O_h$ symmetry reduces the number of non-equivalent atomic sites to five, shown in different colors in Fig. 1. There are one central-core, twelve second-core, six (100)-center, twelve corner and twenty-four edge sites. As a result, the number of distinctive clusters in CE is greatly reduced. We show also in Fig. 1(a) the distinctive five 1-body (single site) and Fig. 1(b) the eight smallest 2-body (first pair) clusters, numbered consecutively as they appear in our CE. From a pool of five 1-body, forty-five 2-body, thirty-three 3-body and twenty-one 4-body clusters, an optimally truncated CE with the minimum leave-one-out cross-validation (CV-1) score is selected.

![Fig. 1](image-url) Distinctive (a) 1-body (single site) and (b) smallest 2-body (first pair) clusters in the CE for a 55-atom TC NP. The atomic sites are color-coded to show the five non-equivalent sites due to $O_h$ symmetry as central-core (yellow), second-core (red), (100)-center (grey), corner (blue) and edge (green).
After three rounds of structural inversion in CE and thermal annealing with MC simulation, no new GS were found for the AgAu 55-atom TC NP. Figure 2 shows these results and the final GS hull. There are more GSs appearing at different compositions than the three GSs for AgAu bulk alloy. Seven GSs with their configurations are highlighted in Fig.2 to show the specific site preferences. Starting at the dilute concentration of Au, for Ag$_{52}$Au$_{3}$, all three Au atoms occupy the edge sites on the shell with maximum separation. As Au content increases, for Ag$_{40}$Au$_{15}$, other edge and some corner sites on the shell become occupied. Interestingly the central-core site is also occupied by a Au atom. More importantly, this preference of Au atom for the central-core site persists at higher Au contents.

Fig. 2. Ground state hull and atomic configurations for AgAu 55-atom TC NP. Grey (yellow) sphere stands for Ag (Au) atoms. DFT data determined the GS hull with three rounds (R1, R2 and R3) of CE structural inversion and thermal annealing. Seven GS with their atomic configurations are highlighted.

At Ag$_{36}$Au$_{19}$, the GS has a particular configuration with Au occupying the central-core site, all the corner sites and (100)-center sites on the shell, while Ag occupies all the second-core sites and edge sites on the shell. The configuration exhibits the bulk-terminated $L1_2$ Ag$_3$Au structure, but it is an off-stoichiometric phase and the only GS that resembles that of the bulk.
Note usually Au does not prefer to occupy the (100)-center site on the shell. As the stoichiometry changes with increasing Au content to Ag_{26}Au_{29}, the central-core and second-core sites are fully occupied by Au and Ag, respectively. On the shell, Ag occupies all the (100)-center sites and other sites, while Au occupies the remaining corner and edge sites. Such multiple site preferences become clearer with more Au content at Ag_{18}Au_{37}, where Au occupies all the corner and edge sites on the shell as well as the central core site, leaving all the (100)-center sites on the shell and second-core sites to Ag (a configuration with the perfect O_h symmetry). The configuration is special in that it is a multi-shell or “onion-like” configuration with an embedded Ag shell inside the Au NP. For the GS at the nearby composition of Ag_{19}Au_{36}, an extra Ag atom occupies one of the edge sites in the perfect O_h GS of Ag_{18}Au_{37}. At this composition, there is also the bulk-terminated $L1_2$ structure with Ag occupying the central-core site whose DFT energy is 30 meV/atom above that of the GS found via thermal annealing.

Because of the overall preference for Au segregation to shell and Ag to core, one would wonder about the stability of perfect core-shell configuration at Ag_{13}Au_{42}. Our results show that there is no GS at this composition. At the nearby composition of Ag_{12}Au_{43}, most Ag atoms occupy the second-core sites, but there are still four Ag atoms at the (100)-center sites on the shell. This structure is 6 meV/atom lower than the perfect structure where all twelve Ag atoms are at the second-core sites. This reveals the delicate balance between the 1-body and higher-body ECIs in the NP. Finally, at Ag_{2}Au_{53}, the GS has two Ag atoms occupying the second-core sites – now farthest from each other.

![Fig. 3. ECIs of the optimal CE. Indices from 1 to 5 are 1-body (black) and from 6 to 13 (dark grey) are first-pair ECIs, followed by (light grey) higher 2-body (three 2^{nd}, six 3^{rd}, four 4^{th}, five 5^{th}, two 6^{th}, four 7^{th}, three 8^{th}, three 9^{th}, one 10^{th} and two 11^{th} pairs) and two largest 3-body ECIs.](image-url)
We plot the ECI in Figure 3 for the optimal CE. The first five ECIs are 1-body and, as in the bulk alloy, they are all negative; the differences among the 1-body ECIs affect site preferences for Ag/Au. The next eight ECIs are the first pairs and are all positive, so Ag and Au favor unlike pairs, as in bulk. The averaged values of the 1-body and the smallest 2-body ECIs are close to their counterparts in bulk alloy. The magnitude of 1-body ECI is much larger than the first pairs, which is in turn much larger than the higher 2-body and 3-body ECIs. So the Ag-Au NP is still a nearest-neighbor pair dominated system.

The ECIs for 1-body and first pairs have large distributions. The specific site preference in the configurations on GS hull from DFT calculations is correlated with the magnitudes of these ECIs. Because Au is used as the solute, these different values elucidate the specific site preference when Au substitutes Ag, as ECIs correspond to the specific cluster configurations (see Fig. 1). As shown in Fig. 3, among the five 1-body ECIs, the 5th is the largest, while the 2nd has the smallest absolute value. They correspond to edge and second-core sites, respectively. This means on substitution of Ag, Au prefers to first occupy the edge, then corner, central-core and (100)-center sites, and lastly the second-core site, which agrees well with the trend found in the GS configurations in Fig. 2 with an increasing Au content. Thus, Ag favorably occupies the least preferred (second-core) site for Au. With the nearest-neighbor 2-body ECIs all positive, an energy cost is incurred for Au-Au occupation, so Ag-Au pairs are preferred. The largest first pair is the 12th ECI corresponding to the interaction between an edge and a (100)-center site on the shell. So, given the largest 1-body ECI placing Au at the edge sites, the 12th ECI gives the preference for Ag to occupy the (100)-center sites.

For all GSs with a Au concentration larger than Ag40Au15, the central-core site is always occupied by Au. To explain this from electronic structure, we choose the Ag18Au37 GS having the embedded Ag shell configuration with the perfect Oh symmetry. It is informative to see the difference in density of states (DOS) if the central-core site is replaced by Ag. Figure 4 shows the DOS projected on one of the twelve Ag atoms occupying the second-core sites with the central-core site being either Au or Ag. Clearly, when the central-core site is Au instead of Ag, there are more DOS on Ag appearing in lower energy, for a stronger binding to the Ag at these second-core sites. This agree with the analysis using ECI that the unlike nearest pairs are favored. Because Au prefers most of the sites on the outer shell and Ag prefers the inner shell, to
maximize the number of unlike nearest-neighbor pairs in a three-shell TC NP, it is energetically favorable for the central-core site to be occupied by Au, thus giving a multi-shell configuration.

Fig.4. Projected density of states on one of the twelve Ag atoms occupying the second-core sites for Ag_{18}Au_{37} (Ag_{19}Au_{36}) with Au (Ag) at the central-core site.

With ECIs from the optimal CE, it is now possible to consider the configurational thermodynamics, i.e., site occupation as a function of both composition and temperature. Excluding the contribution from vibrations, phase diagrams in terms of composition and temperature for each non-equivalent atomic site in the 55-atom AgAu TC NP are shown in Figure 5. The site occupation is color-mapped with respect to temperature and the overall composition. Blue (red) corresponds to occupation predominantly by Ag (Au) and green corresponds to an occupation around 50-50%. It is very clear that the central-core site remains dominated by Au even at high temperature (see Fig.5 (a)). The preference for Au is even higher than the corner site (Fig.5 (d) and edge site (Fig.5 (e)) on the shell with respect to composition. Ag dominates the second-core site the most (Fig.5 (b)) followed by the (100)-center site (Fig.5 (c)). Again, from the 1-body ECI, the central-core site is only the third preferred site for Au after the edge and corner sites on the shell, and the pair repulsion between central-core and second-core is also only moderate. But because the strongest site preference is for Ag to be on the second-core site, the central-core becomes the most favorable site for Au. This can be seen in the compensating profiles of the two sites in Fig.5 (a) and (b) as a function of temperature. This shows the strong correlations among these sites. In contrast, the site occupations on the three shell sites show a less variation as temperature changes.
Fig. 5. Site occupation (color map) as functions of $c$ and $T$ for the 55-atom AgAu TC NP for (a) central-core, (b) second-core, (c) (100)-center, (d) corner and (e) edge sites.
The phase diagram for site occupation provides detailed information for design and/or prediction for NP catalysis. Often catalytic active site depends on local occupation features for a few nearby sites together\(^9,10\) (often called the “ensemble” effect in catalysis\(^11\)). This \(c-T\) phase diagram for site occupation reveals that at what composition range such catalytic active site(s) will form and how stable they are with respect to temperature. For example, an overall Au composition beyond 0.6 is needed to form Au pairs on all the neighboring corner and edge sites on the shell (Fig.5 (d) and (e)). On the other hand, if Au atoms on the corner sites are mostly desired for catalysis, then the overall Au composition should be kept between 0.5 and 0.6. This insight can only be obtained by the type of configurational thermodynamics (i.e., correlated site occupations) presented in the current study.

**Conclusion**

Using cluster expansion method coupled with DFT calculations, we have directly determined the composition-temperature phase diagram for a 55-atom AgAu truncated cuboctahedron nanoparticle, and revealed the detailed site occupations as functions of both composition and temperature (configurational thermodynamics). Such information provides design information for alloyed nanoparticle, especially the thermodynamically stable active sites for catalysis. While generically Ag (Au) prefers the core (shell), agreeing with our universal core-shell preference behavior determined from the impurity segregation energy, the present approach gives specific site preferences for each stoichiometry and temperature, relevant to processing. With this information available, alloyed nanoparticles can be designed for specific active sites for catalysis with thermodynamic stability.
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